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Extend your creative arts therapy skills!

Not all children respond well to one or two
therapeutic creative arts media
Our model integrates a wide range of media;
drawing and painting, clay, sand tray/worlds,
music, movement, puppets, masks, role play,
creative visualisation and therapeutic story
Our therapists work non-directly and directly
With both unconscious and conscious processes

Only the APAC courses are accredited
for entry to the Register of Play and
Creative Arts Therapists managed by Play
Therapy UK and accredited by the
Profession standards Authority.
Post Graduate Certificate in Therapeutic Play Skills,
Diploma in Play Therapy and MA in Practice Based
Play Therapy awarded by Leeds Beckett University

Become a Registered Certified Practitioner in
Therapeutic Play Skills or a Certified Play Therapist!

Email: mokijep@aol.com
www.playtherapy.org.uk &
www.playtherapyregister.org.uk
Phone: 01825 761143

Train at our Bournville, Birmingham centre, part
time at 5 weekends spread over nine months to
minimise your time away from work. Practice as you
learn. - learn from practice. 12 other conveniently
located venues in the UK.   Two intakes a year.

APAC is the largest provider of play therapy training
with currently over 500 trainees world-wide.

Penny Milne
APAC Ltd
The Coach House,
Belmont Road,
Uckfield TN22 1BP

Find out more!  Attend our Introduction to
Play Therapy 1-day course
Ask for our 28 page career and training guide.

You will be trained to use the Play Therapy UK’s
Integrative Holistic model,  the only one substantiated
by a clinical evidence base of over 12,000 cases.
Between 77% and 84% children receiving therapy to
Play Therapy UK standards show a positive change.

@musictherapyuk 

BritishAssocMusicTherapy

promoting  
the profession  
and practice of 
music therapy

To find out more about 
music therapy, how to 
find a therapist and how 
to support music therapy 
in the UK, please visit:

www.bamt.org  
Email info@bamt.org  
or call us on 020 7837 6100 

BAMT is a registered charity, no. 1137807
and a company limited by guarantee, no. 7301585
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Welcome...
to our special edition of artSpeak in 
partnership with the British Association for 
Music Therapists.

Having been a music therapist for over 40 years now and the founding 
Chairperson of the APMT (Association of Professional Music Therapists), 
it gives me great pleasure to welcome BAMT as our sponsor of this 
issue.

Music has always been a passion of mine and it is wonderful to nurture 
a number of students who come through our Arts Therapies Working 
Group, who eventually go on to become music therapists and members 
of BAMT. 

We are overjoyed to see the continuation of our LACES work with 
Birmingham City Council. Huge congratulations to all the therapists who 
are working on behalf of BCAT, who are able to represent BCAT with 
the upmost professionalism.  After a lengthy process of gathering and 
analysing LACES data, showing most successful results, we feel we are in 
a unique position to offer our services to other local authoritites across 
the Midlands.

It is great to see so many new referrals as our work is being valued 
across all services. 

I was delighted to see two of our arts in health projects starting in 
September - STEP ON for the over 50s and BCAT STARZ.

Richard, Liz, Sarah, Imani, Rose, Ooroosa, Louise, Cassandra and 
Jacqueline have done an excellent job in maintaining our BCAT STARZ 
sessions, with over 25 children attending regularly. I am very much 
looking forward to seeing the BFG show on 16 December. Our STEP 
ON sessions continue to grow. It is a great couple of hours every 
Monday where arts based activities and a free lunch are on offer, so 
come along and please spread the word. 

Dr Angela Fenwick
BCAT Director and Consultant Music Therapist
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Music therapy - harnessing the  
power of music to transform             
lives - an article from BAMT
Every day, across the UK, thousands of people 
are supported by music therapy. Music therapists 
can found working in a wide variety of settings, 
from neonatal units with new-born babies and their 
parents, to schools, day centres, prisons, hospitals, 
through to hospice settings, working with people 
at the end of their lives and those who care for 
them, supporting psychological, emotional, social and 
communication needs, to help improve quality of life. 

Music therapy is now being recognised as integral to care, and this is 
supported by its rapidly growing evidence base. Recently, music therapy was 
cited by a Cochrane review as having a significant role to play in the care 
of patients with cancer. The review highlighted the beneficial effects music 
therapy can have on pain, fatigue, depression and improving quality of life for 
people with cancer. It also emphasised the unique role music therapists play 
in meeting the individual needs of patients through music therapy because of 
the personal attention and care, the creativity of the interactive music making, 
and the opportunity for emotional expression through singing and playing 
instruments offered in live, shared music making experiences. 

What is music therapy? 
Music plays an important role in our everyday lives. It can be exciting or 
calming, joyful or poignant, can stir memories and powerfully resonate with 
our feelings, helping us to express them and to communicate with others.

Music therapy uses these qualities and the musical components of rhythm, 
melody and tonality to provide a means of relating within a therapeutic 
relationship. In music therapy, people work with a wide range of accessible 
instruments and their voices to create a musical language which reflects their 
emotional and physical condition; this enables them to build connections with 
their inner selves and with others around them.

Music therapists support the client’s communications with a bespoke 
combination of improvised or pre-composed instrumental music and 
voice, either sung or spoken. Individual and group sessions are provided 
in many settings such as hospitals, schools, hospices and care homes, and 
the therapist’s approach is informed by different theoretical frameworks, 
depending on their training and the health needs which are to be met.

What is a music 
therapist?
Music therapists are highly trained 
allied health professionals (AHPs), 
providing treatment that can help 
to transform people’s lives. Music 
therapists hold a Masters degree in 
music therapy and have a high level 
of musicianship and skill. Like other 
arts therapists (such as art and drama 
therapists), qualified music therapists 
must be registered with the Health 
and Care Professions Council. There 
are almost 800 music therapists 
currently registered in the UK. The 
title ‘music therapist’ is a protected 
title by law and only those registered 
with the HCPC can use it.
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Where do music 
therapists work?
Music therapists work in hospitals, 
schools, pupil referral units, day 
centres, hospices, care homes, therapy 
centres, prisons and in private 
practice across the UK. They often 
work within a multidisciplinary team 
alongside other professionals such 
as speech and language therapists, 
physiotherapists, occupational 
therapists, doctors, paediatricians, 
teachers, social workers, consultants, 
psychologists and psychiatrists. 

To find out more about music ther-
apy, training as a music therapist, or 
how to find a therapist, please visit 
www.bamt.org or call T: 020 7837 
6100. Find us on social media: Twitter 
@musictherapyuk and Facebook: 
BritishAssocMusicTherapy 

What do music therapists do?
Music therapists use music to help their clients achieve therapeutic goals 
through the development of the musical and therapeutic relationship. The role 
of the music therapist is not to teach clients how to play an instrument, and 
there is no pre-requisite to ‘be musical’ in order to engage in music therapy. 
Music therapists work with the natural musicality styles and genres including 
free improvisation to offer appropriate, sensitive and meaningful musical 
interaction with their clients.

Music can be a social process engaged in with others and it can also provide 
the sanctuary of a more private experience. Depending on the individual 
needs of the clients, music therapists offer individual or group music therapy 
sessions. For a child with autism, this could be helping them to find a way 
to communicate with others. For a learning disabled adult, this could be 
helping them to find a way in which to express their emotions in a safe and 
supported environment. For an older person with dementia, this could be 
helping them to feel valued and heard.

The work of a music therapist takes place not only in sessions but also 
around the sessions. In thinking about a client and their needs, music ther-
apists will liaise with other professionals working with the client to provide 
a holistic, joined-up approach to their care. This can include offering assess-
ments, attending meetings, weekly telephone calls with the client’s family or 
carers, providing joint sessions with other professionals such as speech and 
language therapists, writing reports, and making recommendations for further 
treatment.
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BCAT’s visiting 
music therapist 
We hear from Anna Fazzi, our curent music therapist 
placement supported by Erasmus, about being a 
music therapist in Italy. 
In Italy, the music therapy profession is becoming more widespread. Indeed, the health 
professions are more interested in the power of the music in therapy, even though 
they are not aware about the basic differences between music therapy and music as 

recreational activity. There are now more music therapy courses across Italy, both in the Conservatory of Music 
and in private organisations. However, although we are accommodating this important change, music therapy is 
not a health profession yet and there is not a register of music therapists as there is in the UK. 

The older music therapy course was organised in Assisi and is still held every Summer. Only in 2005 the Ministry 
of Instruction, University and Research authorised a music therapy course in two Italian Conservatories of 
Music (in Verona and in L’Aquila) defining its aims, but the title released can not be automatically compared with 
other European qualifications. This is a big hole that invalidates the path towards a wider recognisation in health 
professions. At this time, other Conservatories of Music had organised music therapy courses like in Ferrara, 
Salerno, Pescara and Cuneo. There are some requirements to access the music therapy course: at least a bachelor 
at the Conservatory/Academy of Music or a bachelor reached at the university together with musical knowledge 
and skills. 

I do not know whether private courses demand the same requirements, but often they last less than one year. 
I do not believe it is enough time to reach the basic skills for this profession but, in the end, people who attend 
this courses can practise this profession since there are not standards of proficiency. Actually, there are some 
private music therapy associations (for instance Aiemme, Fedim, Confiam) that required high standards to access 
but they have not the same policy about who is the music therapist: is it a health or an intellectual profession? 
Without this premise, any deal with the Government is worthless.

After music therapy graduation it is hard to find a job. Many music therapists remain unemployed for a long time 
and prefer not to practise anymore. Others find a job, but only in private organisations and for short period 
of time. However, I did my training in some excellent Italian centres where music therapy is part of the multi-
disciplinary team. One of these is the “Istituto di riabilitazione Santo Stefano” (Porto Potenza Picena, Macerata) 
for adults with acquired brain injuries where the responsible person for music therapy is Rita Meschini. Another 
important centre is the ‘Centro Speranza’ (Fratta Todina, Perugia) for children with learning disabilities and 
congenital diseases. Here the music therapist is Lorenzo Capolsini. These are only some examples in the middle 
of Italy, but others are present in the North and South. 

I wish this undefined situation would improve soon, overall for the clients and then for all the people who want 
to start this beautiful profession.
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Can’t or won’t do music 
- Sarah Dyble, BCAT facilitator 

Having been excited to be 
asked to write about using 
music in community and 
school groups, when I sat 
down to write, I struggled. I 
know that those who love 
using singing, dancing and 
playing with whoever they 
teach or care for do not 
need to be told in an article 

how amazingly powerful it is, however others remain 
stoicly convinced that they can’t or won’t “do” music.  
 
It worries me, this gap betweeen those who “do” music and those who 
declare they “can’t” and therefore won’t. This means that those with whom 
they work might be denied a valuable tool of communication and self-
expression. The big secret (which is also known as Arts in Health) is that 
everybody can do music or art, drama or dance if they are willing to risk 
opening up and sharing just a little part of themselves.

BCAT STARZ involves around 25 children aged 6 to 16, unauditioned, from 
all over Birmingham. They have different needs, abilities and interests but all 
come to do music, art, drama and dance each Monday night, for 12 weeks, for 
free and we are developing and rehearsing a showcase inspired by the BFG 
to be performed in December.  How do yoù plan each session to involve and 
challenge everybody where they all learn something but it is still fun?

As a music facilitator, engagement and inclusion are my focus. Whilst 
working collaboratively with the other volunteers and facilitators, I am 
also learning many new things. I have discovered that simple often works 
best, combined with trying to empathise and see the world from the young 
people’s perspectives. If I had been at school all day and faced whatever daily 
challenges our youngsters go through, I would not want to spend evenings 
quietly studying Beethoven. Sessions need to be fun and active with plenty of 
opportunities to express and let off steam. 

A key aim of the project is for the children to develop artistically and socially 
so making music together is ideal. You can not sing a song in a group unless 
you listen to those around you! Singing in time and using actions develops co-
ordination, stamina, focus and imagination. I decided to teach Ghostbusters 
and as soon as some of them recognised the track, most of them joined in. 
I also offer the option of clapping, dancing or playing along for those who 
don’t feel comfortable to sing.  I am always vigilent in checking and positivity 

encouraging everybody to get 
involved.  But, I am not magical. I am 
not a trained therapist (I broke my 
elbow halfway through my PGCE and 
never even qualified to be a “real” 
teacher)! I call myself a facilitator 
but in reality, I look for oppprtunities 
to share making music, art, drama 
and dance for all to get involved and 
enjoy. 

I recognise how intimidating it is 
to stand up in front of 25 children 
and sing ‘Giantbusters’. When I 
first graduated I was volunteering 
for lots of projects but never 
facilitating. There seemed to be 
a river separating those who led 
groups (sometimes with pay!) from 
the volunteer “extra pair of hands”. I 
realised there was no bridge to get 
from one to the oher. Other subjects 
had graduate schemes - ladders to 
employment - but work in the arts 
was either volunteer support or 
experienced facilitator. 

This situation inspired the training 
sessions I am running throughout 
November. They are aimed at 
inexperienced facilitators who 
want help getting started and for 
experienced facilitators to share 
stories and gain new ideas. 

So perhaps the question no longer 
needs to be “can you do music?” but, 
“will you do music?”. When you choose 
not to, your clients, your participants 
and you yourself, miss out. I beg you 
to try doing music and see what 
happens!
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BAMT provide an 
array of resources 
to assist you in your 
chosen career.

BAMT information leaflets 
cover an array of topics including 
working with people with dementia; 
Neurodisabiloty; adoption and 
mental health. Leaflets are free to 
download.

The British Journal of Music 
Therapy - published twice a year, 
the British Journal of Music Therapy 
is a peer-reviewed journal for music 
therapists and other professionals 
interested in all aspects of music 
therapy.

The BJMT publishes original articles 
or essays that have direct relevance 
to the field of music therapy. 

Research is an integral 
component of music therapy as 
an evidence-based contemporary 
profession and discipline. In addition 
to exploring and demonstrating 
the impact of music therapy and 
ensuring high standards of practice, 
research evidence informs funding 
and policy making decisions in the 
field.

BAMT’s research agenda is 
currently implemented through the 
following research areas of work:
• Resources
• Network
• Funding
• Collaborations

The BAMT Research Officer 
represents and advises the 
association in research-related 
matters. 

BAMT also offer an array of training courses. 

All these resources can be found at  
http://www.bamt.org/british-association-for-music-
therapy-resources.html

Music Therapy training 
Anglia Ruskin University
Guildhall School of Music & Drama
University of Roehampton
Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy
Nordoff Robbins Edinburgh
University of the West of England
Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama

BCAT music therapy resources
The BCAT library also offers a resource centre on music therapy - 
offering books, articles and other documents. 

Open 9am-5pm

Please call in advance to ensure that you gain access.
t: 0121 440 8273

Music Therapy Resources
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news in brief
As BCAT continue to develop their community 
relationships, we have seen our community 
partnership network growing considerably. 

Big Lottery Fund AWARD!
We were delighted to be awarded funding to 
develop our work with schools dealing with English 
as an Additional Language (EAL). 

BCAT had been working with Orimston and 
Sandwell Community Academy and Blue River 
Academy to devise a programme of arts therapies 

and language development that will enable children from other countries 
who settle in the West Midlands to firstly deal with the trauma of 
relocation, and then improve communication skills. 

We will be launching the project in January and will be looking for other 
schools with high levels of EAL to join the programme until funding has 
been allocated.  If you know of any schools who could benefit from this 
intervention then please get in touch.  

Continued work with Birmingham City 
Council’s Looked After Children in Education 
Services (LACES)
BCAT has been providing Birmingham City Council’s LACES arts 
therapies service since 2015. It has been a very successful relationship 
that has seen BCATs therapists working with over 71 children. 

After submitting a research report (well done Angela!), we have been 
awarded further funding to continue this work. 

Angela states, ‘This is a great achievement for BCAT and for the therapists 
who are working on our behalf. out in the community. We are hoping to extend 
our services to other local authority LACES services, that will ensure that 
professional and monitored arts therapies are in place for such vulnerable 
young people.’  

Working with new organisations
BCAT is delighted to be working with Spurgeons and Creative Support 
as part of our arts in health expansion. BCAT will be offering arts based 
activities to these two wonderful organisations that are very embeded 

in the Birmingham community 
and provide health and well-being 
intervention to young carers 
(Spurgeons) and those with 
learning disabilities, mental health 
and other needs.
 
These organisations join a number 
of other community organisations 
that BCAT currently provide arts 
in health services to including 
Parkinsons UK, D.I.S.C, Holly Cross 
Church, Reynolds Cross School, 
Handsworth Mens Art Group and 
Deelands Community Day Centre 
amongst others.

If your organisation is looking for 
arts in health support then do 
please contact the main office.  

Appointing new 
trustees 
We are delighted to welcome on 
board a new trustee who will help 
shape BCAT’s services for the 
future.  Lloyd Anthony is a solicitor 
and has a wealth of experience 
in community work. He joins our 
board of 3 trustees that ensures 
BCAT has good representation 
from all sectors. We look forward 
to working with Lloyd at this 
exciting time in BCAT’s history.  

Arts Therapies 
Working Group 
(ATWG)
The next ATWG will be held 
on Wednesday 7 December 
at the Friends Institute 5pm 
- 7pm. Please contact Cathy 
Sullivan if you wish to attend: 
artstherapiesworkinggroup@gmail.com
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Safeguarding requirements
We would like all therapists and volunteers to note that BCAT can not offer any placements without the 
neccessary safeguarding documents in place.  Acceptable documentation includes an up to date enhanced DBS 
covering work with adults and children, CV, 2 references (work and personal), right to work in the UK and 
personal professional insurance. As part of these requirements BCAT offer free supervision sessions to ensure 

I first heard about BCAT through 
Reach, a website that connects 
charities to volunteers with certain 
skills. As a property litigation lawyer, 
I thought that there could be 
charities that required the kind of 
specialist knowledge I had gained. 
After expressing a vague interest in 
wanting to get involved with BCAT, 
I soon received a friendly telephone 
enquiry from BCAT’s director, Dr 
Angela Fenwick.

Although I had expressed an interest 
merely to offer my skills as they 
were required, Angela was keen to 
get me on board as a trustee and 
invited me to Birmingham to visit 
the Centre. I was already involved 
with a number of charities so I 
didn’t want to over-promise myself, 
however, I was interested in BCAT 
and what they did. 

At our first meeting, Angela 
gave me a great overview of the 
charity and it was easy to feel the 
passion and drive she had for the 

Lloyd Anthony - a 
few words from 
BCAT’s new trustee
charity, especially based on how totally immersed she was. Richard was 
welcoming and friendly and it was interesting to see how committed he 
was to BCAT too, using his creativity and experience to push the charity 
forward.  BCAT was something that I wanted to be involved in – the 
enthusiasm was contagious. 

I volunteer at the Cotswold Riding for the Disabled Association (RDA) 
which I always found to be a worthwhile cause in helping those who 
would not usually be able to ride horses. The RDA allows disabled people 
to ride a horse like anyone else – to express themselves by doing an act 
that, typically, they would be prevented from doing. In this sense, I feel that 
there is a particular affinity with BCAT. The work that BCAT does allows 
people who may not be able to express themselves in a typical way, be it 
verbal or otherwise, however, BCAT makes it possible for those people 
to express themselves in a form that suits them. Of course, this is just 
my opinion, but I think that the ability for people to express themselves 
however they feel is vital and allows for development and perhaps even 
nourishment of the soul – BCAT enables this to happen.

Since becoming a trustee at BCAT, I have taken part in a number of 
board meetings where we have discussed the direction of the charity. 
As my employment experience has been largely commercial, I am keen 
to involve business with BCAT. Going forward, it would be nice to 
be able to demonstrate to businesses how closely they can become 
involved in increasing the quality of people’s lives. There are a number of 
opportunities for businesses to get involved, in particular as a corporate 
sponsor which comes with a number of other advantages as well as the 
contribution to helping BCAT continue its excellent work. 
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BCAT STARZ
We can not express what a delight 
it is to host our BCAT STARZ 
every Monday.

It has been an absolute pleasure to 
welcome to BCAT these individuals 
of all abilitites. The STARZ are 
currently invovled in rehearsing for 
an adapted version of the BFG.

As well as music, drama and 
dancing, our talented youngsters 
produce some excellent works of 
art each week - all will be displayed 
at the end of project showcase on 
16 December. 

We would like to invite all young 
people and families involved 
with BCAT STARZ to the BCAT 
Christmas party on 16 December 
5pm-7pm. 

STEP ON
The ladies and gentlemen of STEP 
ON have also had a great time over 
the last few weeks. We have been 
pampered, made our own books, 
sang, danced, stretched and moved! 
We are looking forward to a trip to 
the Edwardian Tearooms over the 
forthcoming weeks. 

Contact BCAT offices for further 
information t: 0121 440 8273. or 
e: mailbcat@fsmail.net

Arts in health major projects 
launched 
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WE CAN HELP YOU HELP US! 

We understand that paying for graphic designers can often 
cut into budgets. For a very competative rate, we can 
supply our own fully qualified graphic designer to assist 
you with any of your graphic design needs.

Our graphic designer has over 10 years experience and 
has worked on a variety of CVS and corporate projects.

• LOGOS
• ADVERTISEMENTS
• BRANDING
• BROCHURE DESIGN
• FLYER DESIGN
• EVENT POSTERS
• SIGNAGE
• NEWSLETTERS
• COMMISSIONS
• TYPOGRAPHY
• MURIEL’S
• STREET ART
• EXHIBITION STAND DESIGN
• ILLUSTRATION
• PHOTOGRAPHY
• WEB DESIGN

YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT ALL MONIES 
RAISED WILL BE HELPING BCAT PROVIDE 
ITS SERVICES AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS.

CALL US ON: 
t: 0121 472 8890 
e: mailbcat@fsmail.net

BCAT DESIGN
 
BCAT’s NEW design service

DO YOU NEED A GRAPHIC DESIGNER?
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CURRY OFF!

It is with great pleasure that we announce Tshepi Muzphi as the curry off 
champion for 2016.!

The Curry Off was held at Project Manager Richard’s other work 
premises on Thursday 20 October. It was a great opporutnity to feed 
the workforce delicious home made curry and to provide a bit of light 
competition too!

We raised over £240 which is great news and will go towards helping us 
provide arts therapies and arts in health to adults and children. 

Hagley Road Christmas Concert

BCAT is delighted to be able to perform for the residents of the Hagley 
Road Village on Sunday December 18. 

Our fantastic performers - The Willmore Players, Bournville Clarient 
Orchestra and our very own Angela and her husband (plus our BCAT 
STARZ kids) will be performing an array of music suitable for the 
Christmas period. 

We are very much looking forward to perfoming there.

Jumble sales and family fun!

BCAT work with Pasha House which is a community organisation based 
at the Friends Institute. 
 
We will be having a stall at two family jumble sales on Saturday 26 
November and also on the 10 December, so bring your pennies and 
pounds and see what you can buy. 

There is food available on site. 

Fundraising
 
An active programme of fundraising enables BCAT to raise much 
needed funds that help our projects, therapies and core costs. 

 

Birmingham Centre For Arts Therapies 
Parkinson’s Music Therapy Workshops 

 

                                     
 

For people with Parkinson’s and/or their carers  
living in Birmingham and surrounding areas 

 
 at: BACT, Ground Floor Studio  

The Friends Institute, 220 Moseley Road 
Highgate, Birmingham, B12 0DG  
 

 on: the last Tuesday of every month 
 from: 11.00 am – 12:00 noon  

 
The sessions are run by a specialist music therapy 
consultant as a group activity in a relaxed and fun 
atmosphere. 

ALL WELCOME!  
 

For further information contact Angela Fenwick: 0121-440-8273 
 

 
 

 

We’re the Parkinson’s support and research 
charity. Help us find a cure and improve life 
for everyone affected by Parkinson’s. 
Parkinson’s UK is the operating name of the Parkinson’s Disease Society of the United Kingdom. A company limited by 
guarantee. Registered in England and Wales (00948776). Registered office: 215 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1EJ. 
A charity registered in England and Wales (258197) and in Scotland (SC037554). © Parkinson’s UK, January 2010 
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We’re the Parkinson’s support and research 
charity. Help us find a cure and improve life 
for everyone affected by Parkinson’s. 
Parkinson’s UK is the operating name of the Parkinson’s Disease Society of the United Kingdom. A company limited by 
guarantee. Registered in England and Wales (00948776). Registered office: 215 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, SW1V 1EJ. 
A charity registered in England and Wales (258197) and in Scotland (SC037554). © Parkinson’s UK, January 2010 
 

BCAT
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Events
BCATs events programme offers experientials that allow individuals 
to join in with an array of professionally led workshops. 

The BCAT autumn/ winter event 
programme is already in full swing. 

Our foundation courses are 
designed to give you a taster, 
further information and 
understanding on working in 
arts therapies/ arts in health 
before you commit to studying 
for qualifications or changing 
career. Some of the courses are 
also designed to give a deeper 
understanding on how arts 
therapies can be applied to your day 
to day work. 

We run both one day courses and 
longer experientials that cover arts 
therapies in more depth. 
 
Prices range from £20 for a one off 
course, up to £335 for a 10 week 
experiential.

Courses run from 6pm unless 
otherwise stated.

BCAT’s spring/ summer events
programme will be released shortly. 

To register for any event 
log on to  
http://www.bcat.info/
events--courses.html
Please email 
mailbcat@fsmail.net 
for further details or to 
contact course leaders. 

A special thank you to all those 
who have attended our courses 
over the autumn/ winter period. 
Any profit made from course fees 
go directly back into provding 
therapies. 
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Corporate 
training days
Our interactive training days are designed to educate, experience 
and inform on the techniques that therapists use in each discipline to 
address their clients needs.

These techniques can be used in any situation that requires a greater 
understanding of how the arts enhances behaviour and performance.  

half day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Experiential session 2
12.15 Plenary discussion
12.30 Close

full day
9.30 Welcome
9.35 Introduction to arts therapies
10.00 Experiential session 1
11.00 Refreshment break
11.15 Session 2
12.15 Lunch
1.30 Experiential session 3
2.30 Comfort break
2.40 Session 4
3.40 Plenary discussion
4.40 Close

www.bcat.info

BCAT is able to host these 
training days in our own fully 
equipped studios or in the 
comfort of your own workspace.

Any combination of the 
disciplines - art, dance, drama 
and music -  can be selected for 
the half day session, or, if you are 
looking to run a half day session 
only, it is possible to arrange for 
the 4 experiential sessions to run 
concurrently. 

Rates
half day  £475

with 2 experiential sessions 

half day  £675
with 4 experiential sessions

full day  £675
with 4 experiential sessions
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 CREATIVE ARTS FLOW GROUP...
          Networking, Sharing and Learning

 Inviting all Qualified & Trainee Arts Therapists
 Every third Monday of the month
 next session: November 21 at Friends Institute, Highgate
 
 from 7pm

 Fee: £5
 
 Contact: 07738 759618 Email: kybyspeaklifetherapies@gm

BCAT PICTURE GALLERY

      Clockwise from top left: the ladies of STEP 
ON having a boogie; Charles showing off his 

excellent artistic ability: Giano facilitating our art session; STEP ON ladies exercising; 
our volunteers Rose, Cassandra and Ooroosa running a drama session; worshipping the 
BCAT STARZ banner! and some of the collection of work from STARZ
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Can you help us?

Below is a list of items that 
BCAT are in desperate need of 
that will help us provide a better 
environment for our clients and 
visitors. 

If you can help with providing any 
of the items, please contact us at 
mailbcat@fsmail.net. 

• LAPTOP PROJECTOR
• LARGE STORAGE UNITS FOR 

WITH SHELVES
• USABLE OLD MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENTS
• MUSIC STANDS
• A HANDYMAN
• PAINTERS AND DECORATORS 
• GOOD QUALITY BRIC- 

A-BRAC FOR OUR CAR 
BOOT SALES

• UNWANTED GIFTS FOR 
RAFFLES

• LAMINATING MACHINE
• NEW TABLE FOR OUR 

BOARD ROOM
• A COMPUTER EXPERT!
• VOLUNTEERS
• ART MATERIALS 
• BULK PRINTING FACILITIES
• DONATIONS FOR 

COMMUNITY PROJECTS

What is BCAT?

The Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies (BCAT) was set up in 1993 to 
provide an accessible arts therapies service throughout the Midlands. Arts 
therapists work with both children and adults who have a wide range of 
needs, such as those arising from emotional, behavioural or mental health 
problems and effects of stress and trauma.

BCAT allows people the chance to explore these difficulties, no matter 
what they may be, in a safe environment with a registered therapist who 
has been trained to offer support or encouragement.

for those needing assistance
• arts therapies sessions with a professional registered therapist 
• subsidised arts therapies sessions if BCAT funding available
• free arts in health sessions with experienced arts professionals 

for referral agencies
• arts therapists to assist your organisation with clients suffering from 

any form of behavioural, emotional, social or mental health issue
• one to one or group sessions
• arts in health session leaders 

for students and volunteers
• a resource centre, library and teaching establishment for the training, 

education and support of professionals and carers 
• volunteer staff development programme, including regular professional 

supervision 
• events and training courses for all those interested in arts therapies 

and arts in health

We are always in need of funding and looking for volunteers.

We would like to thank the following for their support in 2015/16:

The Alchemy Foundation   Bernard Piggott Charitable Trust   The Douglas 
Turner Trust   Edward & Dorothy Cadbury Trust   The Fitton Trust   The 
Grantham Yorke Trust  Keith & Joan Mendlesohn Charitable Trust   The Lillie 
C. Johnson Charitable Trust  Lord Austin Trust   The Saintbury Trust   The 
Souter Charitable Trust   MIMN   The Richard Burns Foundation   The 
Truemark Trust   Charity Stewards UK Trust  Birmingham & District Nursing 
Trust Charitable Trust   The Barnabas Trust   George Fentham Birmingham 
Charity   The Evan Cornish Foundation   The Eveson Charitable Trust   Aging 
Better in Birmingham   Jules Thon Trust   and all our other private and one off 
donations - your support is truly appreciated. 
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Who is Who?
Trustees  Lloyd Anthony
   Dr. Jane Clarke
   Peter Cornell
   Lena Scott

Director  Dr. Angela Fenwick

Treasurer  Peter Cornell

Heads of Department
Julie Buxton (Art Therapy)
Gordon Thornett (Music Therapy)
Terry Brathwaite (Dance Movement Therapy)
Mandy Gutsell (Drama Therapy)
Denise Barratt (Play Therapy)

Temp Project Manager Richard Mole
Temp Administration Cathy Sullivan

Volunteer/facilitators Elizabeth Beech
   Giano Johal 
   Sarah Dyble
   Rose Dunne
   Imani Hamilton
   Ooroosa Ditta
   Louise Howard
   Rosa Hinksman
   Jacquiline Lupahla
   Holly Brown
   Ola Brown
   Cassandra Buchanan 

Board of Management Members
include the above and
Margaret Candlish (Service User Representative)
Philip King (Service User Representative)
Mark Driver (Fund-raiser)
Bob Powell (IT Advisor and Webmaster)

Birmingham Centre for Arts Therapies
220 Moseley Road
Highgate
Birmingham
B12 0DG
Tel: 0121 440 8273
Email: mailbcat@fsmail.net
FACEBOOK
Twitter #mailbcat 


